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now.the biggest pro-cop protest in decades in america has been marred by violence and chaos, as
the black lives matter movement has joined anti-police forces in the streets. protesters have taken
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to the streets of philadelphia to protest the shooting of a black man by a police officer, chanting “we
want freedom” and “black lives matter” as they walk through the city. the protests, which began on
saturday, spread across america to other cities including new york, chicago and boston. there were

clashes in the streets of philadelphia, where police fired tear gas at protesters, who hurled rocks and
bricks at them. some of the objects smashed into windows at nearby businesses and other vehicles.

the city, which is home to philadelphia police headquarters, declared a state of emergency on
saturday night and closed down roads. black lives matter activists in philadelphia told the news

agency reuters that they had been calling for a “day of rage” for a week. “this is what happens when
white people come down to our hood,” said one woman, who asked to be identified as jamira.

another woman, who gave her name as keili, said: “we want to make sure this never happens again.
i don’t feel safe. i grew up in this neighbourhood, and i was raised by my grandmother, and i’m used
to seeing officers in the neighbourhood.” at least one officer was injured in philadelphia, a city that

has been rocked by anti-police protests since the fatal shooting of a black man by a white police
officer in 2014. the nation’s current epidemic of police shootings is out of control. it is now time for
#blacklivesmatter. i will be there. — alicia garza (@aliciagarza) august 11, 2016 no one seems to

know how many people are in the group, but at least 10 people were arrested, police said. “it is our
duty to protect the citizens and our community,” mayor michael nutter said in a statement. “the

violence is a threat to the safety and security of our citizens.” philadelphia police said in a statement
that they had repeatedly tried to negotiate with protesters “to avoid violence and destruction of

property”. they said: “police have made numerous arrests and confiscated numerous weapons and
looted items.” the officers were forced to retreat from the demonstration when they were “injured by
thrown bottles, bricks and other objects”, police said. john mcnesby, an activist with the group, told

the guardian: “we have a legitimate complaint, we have a legitimate grievance, but we have no
place to express that. it’s a failure of the system, and it’s a failure of the state. we have no other
place.” the black lives matter movement was launched in 2013 by five black americans who were

killed in circumstances involving the police. the movement draws on growing discontent in the black
community, and focuses on the fact that black people are killed by police officers far more frequently
than white people. the shootings of black men, such as michael brown in ferguson, missouri, and eric
garner in new york, brought them to national prominence. in the past, protests have been peaceful

and non-violent.
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mostly in the case of human resources, business laws are enforced to protect the employees, the
employer, the customers, the suppliers, and the business that are being operated. business laws also

protect the businesses of the employers that are dealing with the employees and the customers.
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